
Galvanised Parking Post

The PROCTER Parking Post
The parking post is the padlockable variant of the original hinged parking post; patented in 1959, and still the 
preferred choice for the protection of individual parking spaces throughout Britain.  
The extremely durable and reliable design of the parking post ensures your parking space will always be 
available.  The reflective, high visibility band ensures your parking post will always be seen.
The PROCTER parking post is locked by fitting a padlock to the top of the post through the lower hole of the bar 
protruding through the cap, the padlock can also be fitted in the upper hole, thus allowing the post to be raised or 
lowered. 

The PROCTER parking post is also available in stainless steel.

Product Range
Weight

8.0kg
Order Code Description
138300301 Parking Posts (Galvanised)
138300304 Parking Posts (Galvanised & Coated Yellow) 8.0kg

Accessories & installation parts
138100906 40mm Brass Padlock with 2 keys (Random Key)
138100907 40mm Brass Padlock with 2 keys (Identical Key)
138100991 M16 Expanding Bolt (2 required per post)
138100990 M16 Foundation Bolt (2 required per post)
138100992 M16 Rawl Bolt (2 required per post)

Product details
750mm x 203mm x 102mm (h x w x l).
64mm outside diameter galvanised steel tube body.
Polyeurethene cap.
110mm minimum vehicle clearance.

Installation & use
Each post requires bolting down to a suitable concrete surface (not less than 300mm cubed) by means of two 16mm anchor bolts.

The area surrounding the installation must be flat and level with no nearby surface irregularities or gradient changes.
Care must be taken to ensure the circular base recess is kept clear of cement and any other debris during installation and use.

This product is guaranteed for 12 months (if installed and used correctly).
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Sprung Boundary Post (Galvanised)

The PROCTER Sprung Boundary Post
Designed for use delineating the edge of car parking spaces, the Sprung Boundary Post has a spring incorpo-
rated into the base which allows it to absorb low speed impacts and return to it’s original upright position.

The post can deflect up to 30° from the vertical.  The Sprung Boundary Post is available in Galvanised and Gal-
vanised and Coated finishes, and is further available either ragged for casting in to concrete or flanged for bolting 
down.

The reflective, high visibility band ensures your parking post will always be seen.

Product Range
Order Code Description Weight
138100403 Flanged 3.5kg
138100503 Ragged 3.5kg
138100405 Flanged (Coated Yellow) 3.5kg
138100505 Ragged (Coated Yellow) 3.5kg

Accessories & installation parts
138100994 M12 Expanding Bolt
138100993 M12 Foundation Bolt
138100995 M12 Rawl Bolt

Product details
750mm (above ground).
48mm outside diameter galvanised steel tube body.
134mm diameter flange.
Polyeurethene cap.

Installation & use
Each flanged post requires bolting down to a suitable concrete surface (not less than 300mm cubed) by means of three 12mm anchor bolts.

Each ragged post requires casting into concrete (not less than 300mm cubed).
This product is guaranteed for 12 months (if installed and used correctly).
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Stealth Parking Post 
(Randomly & Identically Keyed)

The PROCTER Stealth Parking Post
The original hinged parking post; patented in 1959 is still the preferred choice for the protection of individual park-
ing spaces throughout Britain, the Stealth Post has all the benefits of the original but with the further advantage of 
a fully flush to ground level socket.  
The extremely durable and reliable design of the parking post ensures your parking space will always be avail-
able.  The reflective, high visibility band ensures your parking post will always be seen.
The PROCTER parking post is push-down to lock and is unlocked by pressing down on the cap and rotating the 
key (Supplied with 2 keys).  The post is then fully raised or lowered and relocked. 

The PROCTER Stealth parking post is also available in stainless steel.
Product Range
Order Code Description Weight
138 300 401 Random Key 18.0kg
138 300 404 Random Key (Coated; Please specify BS/RAL colour) 18.0kg
138 300 405 Random Key Coated; Yellow) 18.0kg
138 300 406 Random Key (Coated; Black) 18.0kg
138 300 409 Random Key (Grade 304 Stainless) 18.0kg
138 300 450 Identical Key 18.0kg
138 300 454 Identical Key (Coated; Please specify BS/RAL colour) 18.0kg
138 300 455 Identical Key Coated; Yellow) 18.0kg
138 300 456 Identical Key (Coated; Black) 18.0kg
138 300 459 Identical Key (Grade 304 Stainless) 18.0kg

Accessories & installation parts
138 150 501 Spare Key (Please specify key number)

Product details
660mm above ground (post raised)
835mm x 220mm x 95mm (Socket; Length x Width x Depth).
64mm outside diameter galvanised steel tube body.
Polyeurethene cap.

Installation & use
It is recommended that posts are placed no further than 1,200mm apart to ensure no vehicle may pass between the raised posts.

An excavated hole of approximately 100mm deep, 1,200mm long and 400mm wide is required for installation.
The area surrounding the installation must be flat and level with no nearby surface irregularities or gradient changes.

Care must be taken to ensure the circular base recess is kept clear of cement and any other debris during installation and use.
This product is guaranteed for 12 months (if installed and used correctly).
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Stealth Parking Post
(Master Suited)

The PROCTER Stealth Parking Post
The original hinged parking post; patented in 1959 is still the preferred choice for the protection of individual park-
ing spaces throughout Britain, the Stealth Post has all the benefits of the original but with the further advantage of 
a fully flush to ground level socket.  
The extremely durable and reliable design of the parking post ensures your parking space will always be avail-
able.  The reflective, high visibility band ensures your parking post will always be seen.
The PROCTER parking post is push-down to lock and is unlocked by pressing down on the cap and rotating the 
key (Supplied with 2 keys).  The post is then fully raised or lowered and relocked. 

The PROCTER Stealth parking post is also available in stainless steel.
Product Range
Order Code Description Weight
138 300 440 Master Suited Key 18.0kg
138 300 444 Master Suited Key (Coated; Please specify BS/RAL colour) 18.0kg
138 300 445 Master Suited Key Coated; Yellow) 18.0kg
138 300 446 Master Suited Key (Coated; Black) 18.0kg
138 300 449 Master Suited Key (Grade 304 Stainless) 18.0kg

Accessories & installation parts
138 100 210 Master Key (For Master suited posts only)

Product details
660mm above ground (post raised)
835mm x 220mm x 95mm (Socket; Length x Width x Depth).
64mm outside diameter galvanised steel tube body.
Polyeurethene cap.

Installation & use
It is recommended that posts are placed no further than 1,200mm apart to ensure no vehicle may pass between the raised posts.

An excavated hole of approximately 100mm deep, 1,200mm long and 400mm wide is required for installation.
The area surrounding the installation must be flat and level with no nearby surface irregularities or gradient changes.

Care must be taken to ensure the circular base recess is kept clear of cement and any other debris during installation and use.
This product is guaranteed for 12 months (if installed and used correctly).
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Hinged Parking Post
(Random Keyed)

The PROCTER Hinged Parking Post
The original hinged parking post; patented in 1959, and still the preferred choice for the protection of individual 
parking spaces throughout Britain.  
The extremely durable and reliable design of the parking post ensures your parking space will always be avail-
able.  The reflective, high visibility band ensures your parking post will always be seen.
The PROCTER parking post is push-down to lock and is unlocked by pressing down on the cap and rotating the 
key (Supplied with 2 keys).  The post is then fully raised or lowered and re-locked.

The PROCTER Hinged parking post is also available in stainless steel.

Product Range
Order Code Description Weight
138 300 001 Galvanised 8.0kg
138 300 004 Galvanised (Coated; please specify BS/ RAL colour at time of order) 8.0kg
138 300 005 Galvanised (Coated yellow) 8.0kg
138 300 006 Galvanised (Coated black) 8.0kg
138 300 009 Stainless Steel (Grade 304) 8.0kg

Accessories & installation parts
138 150 501 Spare Key (Please specify key number)
138 100 991 M16 Expanding Bolt (2 required per post)
138 100 990 M16 Foundation Bolt (2 required per post)
138 100 992 M16 Rawl Bolt (2 required per post)

Product details
750mm x 203mm x 102mm (h x w x l).
64mm outside diameter galvanised steel tube body.
Polyeurethene cap.
110mm minimum vehicle clearance.

Installation & use
Each post requires bolting down to a suitable concrete surface (not less than 300mm cubed) by means of two 16mm anchor bolts.

The area surrounding the installation must be flat and level with no nearby surface irregularities or gradient changes.
Care must be taken to ensure the circular base recess is kept clear of cement and any other debris during installation and use.

This product is guaranteed for 12 months (if installed and used correctly).
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Hinged Parking Post
(Identically Keyed)

The PROCTER Hinged Parking Post
The original hinged parking post; patented in 1959, and still the preferred choice for the protection of individual 
parking spaces throughout Britain.  
The extremely durable and reliable design of the parking post ensures your parking space will always be avail-
able.  The reflective, high visibility band ensures your parking post will always be seen.
The PROCTER parking post is push-down to lock and is unlocked by pressing down on the cap and rotating the 
key (Supplied with 2 keys).  The post is then fully raised or lowered and re-locked.

The PROCTER Hinged parking post is also available in stainless steel.

Product Range
Order Code Description Weight
138 300 101 Galvanised 8.0kg
138 300 104 Galvanised (Coated; please specify BS/ RAL colour at time of order) 8.0kg
138 300 105 Galvanised (Coated yellow) 8.0kg
138 300 106 Galvanised (Coated black) 8.0kg
138 300 109 Stainless Steel (Grade 304) 8.0kg

Accessories & installation parts
138 150 501 Spare Key (Please specify key number)
138 100 991 M16 Expanding Bolt (2 required per post)
138 100 990 M16 Foundation Bolt (2 required per post)
138 100 992 M16 Rawl Bolt (2 required per post)

Product details
750mm x 203mm x 102mm (h x w x l).
64mm outside diameter galvanised steel tube body.
Polyeurethene cap.
110mm minimum vehicle clearance.

Installation & use
Each post requires bolting down to a suitable concrete surface (not less than 300mm cubed) by means of two 16mm anchor bolts.

The area surrounding the installation must be flat and level with no nearby surface irregularities or gradient changes.
Care must be taken to ensure the circular base recess is kept clear of cement and any other debris during installation and use.

This product is guaranteed for 12 months (if installed and used correctly).
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Hinged Parking Post
(Master Suited)

The PROCTER Hinged Parking Post
The original hinged parking post; patented in 1959, and still the preferred choice for the protection of individual 
parking spaces throughout Britain.  
The extremely durable and reliable design of the parking post ensures your parking space will always be avail-
able.  The reflective, high visibility band ensures your parking post will always be seen.
The PROCTER parking post is push-down to lock and is unlocked by pressing down on the cap and rotating the 
key (Supplied with 2 keys).  The post is then fully raised or lowered and re-locked.

The PROCTER Hinged parking post is also available in stainless steel.

Product Range
Order Code Description Weight
138 300 201 Galvanised 8.0kg
138 300 211 Galvanised (Coated; please specify BS/ RAL colour at time of order) 8.0kg
138 300 205 Galvanised (Coated yellow) 8.0kg
138 200 206 Galvanised (Coated black) 8.0kg

Accessories & installation parts
138 150 501 Spare Key (Please specify key number)
138 100 201 Master Key (For Master Suited locks only)
138 100 991 M16 Expanding Bolt (2 required per post)
138 100 990 M16 Foundation Bolt (2 required per post)
138 100 992 M16 Rawl Bolt (2 required per post)

Product details
750mm x 203mm x 102mm (h x w x l).
64mm outside diameter galvanised steel tube body.
Polyeurethene cap.
110mm minimum vehicle clearance.

Installation & use
Each post requires bolting down to a suitable concrete surface (not less than 300mm cubed) by means of two 16mm anchor bolts.

The area surrounding the installation must be flat and level with no nearby surface irregularities or gradient changes.
Care must be taken to ensure the circular base recess is kept clear of cement and any other debris during installation and use.

This product is guaranteed for 12 months (if installed and used correctly).
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